Abstract: Sinopoli et al. (2004) analyze the problem of optimal estimation for linear Gaussian systems where packets containing observations are dropped according to an i.i.d. Bernoulli process, modeling a memoryless erasure channel. In this case the authors show that the Kalman Filter is still the optimal estimator, although boundedness of the error depends directly upon the channel arrival probability, p. In particular they also prove the existence of a critical value, p c , for such probability, below which the Kalman filter will diverge. While it has been shown that the critical value for diagonalizable systems with eigenvalues of different magnitude coincides with the lower bound determined by Mo and Sinopoli (2008) , the problem is still open in the case where some eigenvalues have equal magnitude. This paper provides a complete characterization of the critical arrival probability for diagonalizable second order systems with eigenvalues of equal magnitude. In general the critical value for these systems is higher than the lower bound, unless the transmission from the sensor includes both the current and the previous measurement. In this case it is possible to construct a filter that whose critical value achieves the lower bound. Although clearly restrictive, the analysis of second order systems presented herein can be used to bound the critical value of higher dimensional systems of this kind.
INTRODUCTION
A large wealth of applications demands wireless communication among small embedded devices. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology provides the architectural paradigm to implement systems with a high degree of temporal and spatial granularity. Applications of sensor networks are becoming ubiquitous, ranging from environmental monitoring and control to building automation, surveillance and many others (Mahalik, 2007) . Given their low power nature and the requirement of long lasting deployment, communication between devices is limited in range and reliability. Changes in the environment, such as the simple relocation of a large metal object in a room or the presence of people, will inevitably affect the propagation properties of the wireless medium. Channels will be time-varying and unreliable. Spurred by this consideration, our effort concentrates on the design and analysis of estimation and control algorithms over unreliable networks.
A substantial body of literature has been devoted to such issues in the past few years. In this paper, we want to briefly revisit the paper of Sinopoli et al. (2004) . In that paper, the authors analyze the problem of optimal ⋆ This research was supported in part by CyLab at Carnegie Mellon under grant DAAD19-02-1-0389 from the Army Research Office. Foundation. The views and conclusions contained here are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements, either express or implied, of ARO, CMU, or the U.S. Government or any of its agencies.
state estimation for discrete-time linear Gaussian systems, under the assumption that observations are sent to the estimator via a memoryless erasure channel. This implies the existence of a non-unitary arrival probability associated with each packet. Consequently some observations will inevitably be lost. In this case although the discrete Kalman Filter (Kalman, 1960) is still the optimal estimator, the boundedness of its error depends on the arrival probabilities of the observation packets. In particular Sinopoli et al. (2004) prove the existence of a critical arrival probability p c , below which the expectation of the estimation error covariance matrix P k of the Kalman filter will diverge. The authors were not able to compute the actual value of this critical probability for general linear systems, but could provide upper and lower bounds. For special cases, e.g. when C matrix is invertible, they were able to show that the upper and lower bounds coincide and hence the exact critical value is obtained.
A substantial amount of research has been made to analyze the system with intermittent observations. One interesting direction is to characterize critical value for more general linear systems. Plarre and Bullo (2009) relax the invertible condition on C matrix to C only invertible on the observable subspace. Mo and Sinopoli (2008) prove that if the eigenvalues of system A matrix have distinct absolute values, then the lower bound is indeed the critical value. The authors also provide a counter example to show that in general the lower bound is not tight.
Another way to characterize the performance of Kalman filtering with intermittent observation is to directly calculate the probability distribution of estimation error covariance matrix P k instead of only considering the boundedness of its expectation. Censi (2009) gives a closed-form expression for cumulative distribution function of P k when the system satisfies non-overlapping conditions. Vakili and Hassibi (2009) provide a numerical method to calculate the eigen-distribution of P k under the assumption that the observation matrix C is random and time varying. Shi et al. (2010) consider the probability of P (P k ≤ M ), and derive upper and lower bound on such probability. However, only in specific cases these upper and lower bounds coincide.
Other variations of the original problem are also considered. Xu and Hespanha (2005) introduce smart sensors, which send the local Kalman estimation instead of raw observation. In Robinson and Kumar (2007) , a similar scenario is discussed where the sensor sends a linear combination of the current and previous measurement. A Markovian packet dropping model is introduced by Huang and Dey (2007) and a stability criterion is given. Liu and Goldsmith (2004) study the case where the observation at each time splits into two parts, which are sent to the Kalman filter through two independent erasure channels. A more general model, which considers packet drop, delay and quantization of measurements at the same time, is introduced by Lihua and Shi (2009) .
As is shown by Mo and Sinopoli (2008) , the problem with computing the critical value complicates when eigenvalues have the same absolute value. In this paper we wish to give a complete characterization of the critical value for second order systems, including the case where eigenvalues are located on the same circle. Even though the limitation to second order system may look restrictive, we argue that the critical value for such systems provides a lower bound for the critical value of larger systems characterized by more complex eigenstructure. Computing the critical value for all possible eigenstructures is a formidable problem since, as shown in the paper, the critical value itself is a surprisingly complicated function of A and C matrices, which is not even continuous. Nonetheless, we think the derivation of critical value for second order systems provides a valuable insight for understanding the one of general linear systems.
The paper is organized in the following manner: Section 2 formulates the problem and reviews some results from the literature. Section 3 provides a complete characterization of the critical value for second order systems and Section 4 concludes the paper. Several proofs are reported in the Appendix for the sake of legibility.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following linear system
where x k ∈ R n is the state vector, y k ∈ R m is the output vector, w k ∈ R n and v k ∈ R m are Gaussian random vectors with zero mean and covariance matrices Q > 0 and R > 0, respectively. Assume that the initial state, x 0 is also a Gaussian vector of meanx 0 and covariance matrix Σ 0 > 0. Let w i , v i , x 0 to be mutually independent. Define |λ 1 | ≥ |λ 2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |λ n | as the eigenvalues of A.
Throughout this paper we always assume that
As a result, we assume the system is already in its diagonal form.
Consider the case where observations are sent to the estimator via a memoryless erasure channel, where their arrival is modeled by a Bernoulli independent process {γ k }. According to this model, the measurement y k sent at time k reaches its destination if γ k = 1; it is lost otherwise. Let γ k be independent of w k , v k , x 0 , i.e. the communication channel is independent of both process and measurement noises and let P (γ k = 1) = p.
The Kalman Filter equations for this system were derived in Sinopoli et al. (2004) and take the following form:
In the hope to improve the legibility of the paper we slightly abuse the notation, by substituting P k|k−1 with P k . The error covariance follows:
Due to packet drops, P k is now a stochastic matrix as it depends on Bernoulli variables γ 0 , . . . , γ k−1 . In this paper we are interested in the impact of packet drop on the performance of Kalman filtering. Sinopoli et al. (2004) proved the following existence theorem of a critical arrival probability:
2 ) is controllable, (C, A) is detectable, and A is unstable, then there exists a p c ∈ [0, 1) such that
where M P0 > 0 depends on the initial condition P 0 ≥ 0.
For simplicity, we say that EP k is unbounded if sup k EP k = +∞ or EP k is bounded if there exists a uniform bound independent of k.
The exact critical value can be computed in three cases from the previous literature, which is given by the following theorem:
if one of the following conditions holds:
(1) C matrix is full column rank (Sinopoli et al., 2004) ; (2) A matrix has only one unstable eigenvalue (Sinopoli et al., 2004) ; (3) The eigenvalues of A matrix have distinct absolute values (Mo and Sinopoli, 2008) .
Moreover, Mo and Sinopoli (2008) prove the following theorem on the critical value: Theorem 3. If Q, R, Σ 0 > 0, then the critical value of a system is a function of just A and C, which is independent of Q, R, Σ 0 .
As a result, we can write the critical value p c as p c = f c (A, C).
In this paper we consider the second order system, where A is a 2 by 2 matrix. At a first glance this seems to be a very restrictive choice. However, the following theorem shows that the critical value of second order systems can be used as the lower bound for the ones of larger systems. Theorem 4. Define f c (A, C) as the critical value for system (A, C).
where I = {i 1 , . . . , i j } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is the index set,
Proof. The proof is omitted due to space constraints. Remark 1. Due to Theorem 4, we know that the critical value of a system is larger than that of any second order subsystem of itself. As a result, a complete characterization of critical value for second order system can provide a lower bound of critical value for any system.
MAIN RESULT
In this section we give a complete characterization of the critical value for diagonalizable second order systems. From Theorem 2, we know that the only case we need to deal with is (1) A = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ), where |λ 1 | = |λ 2 | > 1 and λ 1 = λ 2 exp(jϕ). j is the imaginary unit and ϕ ∈ (0, 2π). (2) rank(C) = 1. Remark 2. λ 1 cannot be equal to λ 2 , otherwise the system is not detectable with a C matrix of rank 1.
To simplify the notation, let us define λ |λ 1 | = |λ 2 |, z exp(jϕ).
Before proving the main result, we need the following theorem: Theorem 5. If Q, R, Σ 0 > 0, and A is unstable, then EP k of the Kalman filter is bounded if and only if
is uniformly bounded for all k.
Proof. The theorem is easy to derive from Theorem 3 in Mo and Sinopoli (2008) .
The main difficulty to apply Theorem 5 is that we need to find a uniform bound for all k. In the following theorem, we prove that we only need to check whether the expectation is bounded as k goes to infinity. Theorem 6. If Q, R, Σ 0 > 0, A = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ), and |λ 1 | ≥ |λ 2 | > 1, then EP k of the Kalman filter is bounded if and only if
Proof. The proof is reported in the appendix for the sake of legibility.
We are now ready to characterize the critical value for second order systems. We consider two cases depending on whether ϕ/2π is rational or irrational. Theorem 7. If a second order system satisfies:
(1) A = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ), where |λ 1 | = |λ 2 | > 1 and λ 1 = λ 2 exp(jϕ). (2) ϕ/2π = r/q , q > r and r, q ∈ N are irreducible. then the critical value of the system is
For the case where ϕ/2π is irrational, we have: Theorem 8. If a second order system satisfies:
(1) A = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ), where |λ 1 | = |λ 2 | > 1 and λ 1 = λ 2 exp(jϕ). (2) ϕ/2π is irrational. (3) rank(C) = 1 and (C, A) is detectable. (4) Q, R, Σ 0 is positive definite.
If ϕ/2π = r/q, then one can prove that the system (C, A kq ) is not observable. Due to the loss of observability, the critical value for such system is in general higher than the other cases.
Combining all the results, we have: Theorem 9. For a detectable system with A = diag(λ 1 , λ 2 ), |λ 1 | ≥ |λ 2 |, |λ 1 | > 1 and R, Q, Σ 0 > 0, the critical value is
if one of the following conditions holds
Otherwise the critical value of the system is given by
where λ 1 = λ 2 exp(jϕ), and D M (x) is the modified Dirichlet function defined as
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D M (x) = 0 for x irrational 1/q for x = r/q, r, q ∈ Z and irreducible. .
(11) Remark 4. It is worth mentioning that if C is of rank 1 and the eigenvalues of A matrix are located on the same circle, then the critical value of the system could be higher than 1 − |λ 1 | −2 , which indicates an increase in the estimation error. In reality, such kind of system is not uncommon, since the A matrix may have complex eigenvalues which are conjugate of each other and only one sensor is used to observe the system, i.e. C matrix has only one row. To improve the performance of Kalman filtering, the sensors could pack both y k−1 and y k into the packet at time k, which essentially makes C a rank 2 matrix and it can be proved that the critical value is 1−|λ 1 | −2 in this scenario 5 .
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 7]
Since rank(C) = 1, we know that rank(C H C) = 1. Thus,
where a, b are constants. It can be also shown that a, b = 0 due to the detectability assumption on (C, A).
Since a, b = 0, we know that E(
is bounded if and only if
It is easy to show that
Define the set S q,∞ = {l ∈ N|l = kq, k ∈ N} and S q,i = {l ∈ S q,∞ |l < i}. Since z = exp(2rπ/q) and q, r 5 The formal proof is omitted due to space limit.
are irreducible, z j−i = 1 if and only if |j − i| / ∈ S q,∞ . It is easy to show that
Define stopping time τ 1 = inf{i ∈ N|γ i = 1} and τ 2 = inf{j ∈ N|j − τ 1 ∈ S q,∞ , γ j = 1}. Therefore,
Now consider two indices c, d such that d > c, d − c ∈ S q,∞ and γ c = γ d = 1. By the definition of τ 1 , we know that
, which contradicts with the fact that d − c ∈ S q,∞ . Therefore we can conclude that τ 2 ≤ d.
Define σ 1 , σ 2 to be the eigenvalues of P . As a result,
By inequality (14), (15) and (16), it is easy to see that Etrace(P −1 ) < ∞ if and only if
Now we need to compute the distribution of τ 1 and τ 2 − τ 1 . By definition, the event {τ 1 = i} is equivalent to {γ 1 = . . . = γ i−1 = 0, γ i = 1}. The event {τ 2 − τ 1 = i}, where i ∈ S q,∞ , is equivalent to {γ τ1+j = 0, γ τ2 = 1}, for all j ∈ S q,i . Since τ 2 − τ 1 only depends on γ τ1+i , i ∈ S q,∞ ,
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τ 2 − τ 1 is independent of τ 1 . The distributions of τ 1 , τ 2 − τ 1 are characterized by the following equations:
and
where j ∈ S q,i , i ∈ S q,∞ and |S q,i | is the number of elements in S q,i . Thus,
The first series is a simple geometric series which is bounded if and only if p > 1 − 1/λ 2 . Using the root test of convergence, i∈Sq,∞ p(1 − p) |Sq,i| λ 2i is bounded if and only if lim sup |Sq,i|→∞
Since |S q,i | = ⌈(i − 1)(q − 1)/q⌉, where ⌈x⌉ is the minimal integer that is not less that x, lim sup |Sq,i →∞| (i/|S q,i |) = q/(q − 1). As a result, the second series converges if and only if
(
which is equivalent to p > 1 − λ −2q/(q−1) . Therefore, we can conclude that the critical arrival probability is
Proof.
[Proof of Theorem 8] The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 7. The reasoning follows the previous one verbatim up to equation (13). However, in (14) we need to change the set S q,∞ . Define the set T ε,∞ = {l ∈ N|2 − z l − z −l > ε}, where ε > 0. Also define T ε,i = {l ∈ T ε,∞ |l < i}. Therefore, (14) becomes
Equations (15) and (17) still hold if we replace each set S q,i with T ε,i . However only the left hand side inequality in (16) holds, because there is no guarantee that, for all a, b, b − a ∈ T ε,∞ , γ a = γ b = 1, τ 1 ≤ a, τ 2 ≤ b will always hold. Also in Inequality (24), we only prove the left hand side inequality of (14). As a result, Eλ 2τ2 < ∞ will only be a sufficient condition for the boundedness of estimation error covariance. Following the rest of the proof, it can be derived that
is sufficient for bounded estimation error. Since ε can be any positive real number, we can conclude that
Now we only need to estimate i/|T ε,i |. Manipulating the equations we have 2 − z i − z −i = 2 − 2 cos(iϕ).
Since ϕ/2π is irrational, lim ε→0 + N ε = ∞. Therefore,
Using (26) and (28), we can conclude that the critical arrival probability p c satisfies
which is exactly the lower bound in Sinopoli et al. (2004) , and therefore proving necessity as well.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper provides a complete characterization of the critical arrival probability related to the Kalman filtering with intermittent observations for diagonalizable second order systems with eigenvalues of equal magnitude. In particular we compute the critical value for such systems, showing that it is higher than the lower bound achieved in Sinopoli et al. (2004) if the angle between the two eigenvalues is a rational factor of 2π. In this case we show how the critical value can be reduced to the lower bound if the sensor includes both the current and the previous measurements in each transmission. Although clearly restrictive the analysis of second order systems presented herein can be used to bound the critical value of higher dimensional systems of this kind.
APPENDIX
[Proof of Theorem 6] As a result of Theorem 5, we only need to show that
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for some constant α, α > 0. Since γ i are i.i.d. distributed, we can replace
First we want to prove the right hand side of the inequality. Since all the eigenvalues of A are unstable,
where β > 0 is a constant. Thus
Thus, we can conclude that α = max(1, β). Next we want proof the left hand side of the inequality. We know that
Thus,
Since A −kH A −k = diag(|λ 1 | −2k , |λ 2 | −2k ), A −kH A −k is monotonically decreasing with respect to k in positive definite sense. Therefore (
−1 is monotonically increasing. By the Monotone Convergence Theorem, we know that
which proves the left hand side of the inequality.
